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infrastructure resources. Therefore, it is important to improve
the on-line service of travel agencies on the basis of audit of
the websites of tourism industry enterprises. Tour operators,
when evaluating their own website, first of all pay attention to
the website design, color scheme, logo size and attractiveness,
payment tools for services, but they do not analyze the
usability of the site, that is, the ease of use of the site by the
end user [1]. Nowadays, the main difficulty of promotion of
services resides in the understanding of the strategic goal of
the provider’s website, that is, to provide the user with the
necessary information or service that he is looking for on the
Internet.
The purpose of the article is to develop audit tools aimed at
improving the travel agencies’ websites. The audit
methodology is based on the hypothesis that the indicators
that characterize its usability depend on the objective
characteristics of the request of service consumers (conditions
of service in travel agencies and hotels, conditions of food
services and booking tickets), and on some values that are not
directly observable and measurable (hobby interests of
tourists, additional inclusive services, the attractiveness of
recreational resources).
The researchers draw attention to the fact that the
understanding of the specific needs of users’ search allows to
formulate the main usability audit criteria as for the
assessment of technological quality of the website [2; 3; 4].
According to the opinions of scientists, some characteristics
of the quality indicators of the content of the websites of travel
agencies are latent indicators, it means that they are not
directly measurable and can described by a variety of
so-called signs-symptoms [5; 6; 7]. Therefore, it is necessary
to consider the content of latent characteristics of services and
tools of the site as a set of properties and service processes
that give it the ability to meet the needs of tourists on-line.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the context of international integration and globalization of
the tourist market, the introduction of digital technologies:
booking tours using on-line service of the tour operator's
website is becoming increasingly important.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Competing with each other, companies are looking for new
ways to meet the needs of tourists in quality service, while
trying to optimally use the available technological and

The analysis of the scientific literature shows the unity of
opinions of experts on the fact that the usability audit of the
website of a travel agency is a set of actions and activities
aimed at identifying certain problems that create difficulties
in the process of interaction with the web resource. During the
usability audit, experts are involved to evaluate the web
resource, conduct testing and form a list of comments and
recommendations for improving the site [3]. Usability audits
are aimed at analyzing the functioning of all elements of the
site, as well as the behavior of potential customers.
The proposed technology of
usability audit based on
benchmarking consists of the
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analysis of the user interface and user experience for further
comparison with the reference travel agency website. In order
to carry out usability audit of websites of travel agencies by
the method of expert assessments, we selected 6 main criteria
for evaluating travel websites:
- information content (amount of information provided,
level of detail of the data, use of photo and video about
services of the travel agency;
- navigation (whether information is well-structured, ease
of use of the website);
- technical capabilities (availability of information guides,
possibility of booking tours, excursions, air tickets, hotels);
- travel agency website design;
- loading speed of the site and its subsections;
- regularity of information updates.
Our approaches are based on the research of scientists who
believe that marketing technologies are a key tool to test the
effectiveness of e-commerce in the field of tourism services
[8; 9; 10; 11]. In our opinion, it is expedient to use the method
of taxonomic analysis as a part of the tools of audit of travel
agencies on the basis of benchmarking. This method is
characterized by the simplicity of the mathematical apparatus,
the absence of any requirements for the set of objects under
study, the convenient scale of the estimates that facilitate the
analysis and ranking of objects. The key indicator of this
method is the taxonomic index of the level of development of
the website, which is a synthetic value, "resultant force" of all
indicators-signs that characterize the objects of the studied
assembly. The taxonomic index serves as the basis for the
linear ordering of the elements of this assembly. The process
of constructing of a taxonomic index begins with the
formation of elements of the observation matrix (X):
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The higher the value of the taxonomic index for the ith
object, the higher the measure of its similarity to the standard
is and, accordingly, the higher the level of development is. In
addition to the classical algorithm discussed above (7-10), a
modified algorithm is also distinguished in the modern theory
of taxonomic analysis [12]. The taxonomic index calculated
on its basis, in contrast to the classical algorithm, reflects the
measure of remoteness of each object from the anti-standard
object, which has reached the lowest level of development.
At the initial stage of the analysis procedure, based on the use
of a modified algorithm, all signs that are destimulators turn
into stimulators according to the formula:
X ij  1 / X ij'
,
(11);
'
X ij
where
is the initial value of the characteristic of the
sign-destimulator.

(4);

where X j is the arithmetic mean value of the jth attribute;
Sj is the standard deviation of the jth indicator;
Zij is the standardized value of the jth indicator for the ith
object.
In taxonomic analysis, all signs are divided into stimulators
and destimulators. Stimulators include the signs positively
influencing the level of objects development, and
destimulators are the signs that have negative impact. The
division of signs into stimulators and destimulators serves as
the basis for the creation of the so-called standard
development (of the reference object), which is the point Po
with coordinates Z01, Z02,..., Z0n:,
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where λj is the weighting factor for the jth indicator.
Weighting factors λj reflect the degree of importance of each
jth indicator. Their values range from 0 to 1. The sum of the
weighting factors must be equal to 1. In the theory of
multivariate analysis, there are various ways of determining
weighting factors. In practice, the latter are more often
determined on the basis of expert assessments. The obtained
distances serve as initial values that are used in determining
the taxonomic index of the object development level (µi),
which characterizes the degree of its similarity to the
standard. This calculation is performed in the following
sequence:
- arithmetic average distance from the standard

 X j )2

m

(5);

, if j  K ,
(6);
where K is the set of stimulators of the jth sign for the ith object.
One of the fundamental concepts of multivariate analysis is
the distance between objects in the multidimensional space.
In taxonomic analysis, Euclidean distance is most often used,
which best corresponds to intuitive ideas of the proximity of
objects in three-dimensional space. In addition, the Euclidean
distance successfully fits its mathematical form in the
traditional statistical indicators such as standard deviation and
variance. The distance Cio between individual objects and the
development standard (reference object) Ro using the
Euclidean distance is calculated by the formula:

, i  1,...,m; j  1,...,n ,

(X
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(1);
where X ij is the value of the jth indicator for the ith object,
m is the number of objects;
n is the number of indicators-signs.
The indicators of the observation matrix are heterogeneous,
because they describe different properties of objects, so it is
necessary to standardize them in accordance with the formula:
X ij  X j
Z ij 
Sj
,
(2);
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When using the modified algorithm,
the value of the taxonomic index for
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each ith object (µi) is calculated by the following formula:
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Table II: Standardized values of website usability audit
indicators by classical taxonomic analysis algorithm

(12).

Indicators

5. Download speed of
the website and its
subsections, points

6. Regularity of
information updates,
%

100.0
75.0
80.0
70.0
50.0
45.0
60.0
75.0
65.0
70.0
0.10

90.0
75.0
80.0
65.0
70.0
60.0
55.0
75.0
65.0
70.0
0.25
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6. Regularity of
information updates,
%

4. Website design,
points

7.0
6.0
8.0
7.0
5.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
6.0
7.0
0.15

5. Download speed of
the website and its
subsections, points

3. Technical
capabilities of
booking services on
the website, sec.

45.0
65.0
50.0
60.0
60.0
70.0
55.0
50.0
65.0
60.0
0.15

4. Website design,
points

2. Navigation (ease of
use of the website),
points

Weighting
factors

1. Information
content of the
website, points

Travel agencies

8
6
7
6
5
4
3
7
6
7
0.25

1.3781
0.0656
0.7218
0.0656
-0.5906
-1.2468
-1.9030
0.7218
0.0656
0.7218

-1.6481
0.8874
-1.0142
0.2535
0.2535
1.5213
-0.3803
-1.0142
0.8874
0.2535

0.4743
-0.3162
1.2649
0.4743
-1.1068
-1.8974
-0.3162
1.2649
-0.3162
0.4743

1.9873
0.3846
0.7052
0.0641
-1.2180
-1.5385
-0.5770
0.3846
-0.2564
0.0641

1.9261
0.4445
0.9383
-0.5433
-0.0494
-1.0371
-1.5310
0.4445
-0.5433
-0.0494

Travel
agencies

Distance to the
standard (Скiо)

Taxonomic index
(µкi)

Website
rank (Rкi)

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

0.3062
1.6589
0.7876
1.8325
2.2503
2.9265
2.8383
1.0088
1.9935
1.5768

0.9103
0.5141
0.7693
0.4633
0.3409
0.1428
0.1687
0.7045
0.4161
0.5381

1
5
2
6
8
10
9
3
7
4

Table IV: Results of the taxonomic analysis and ranks of
the website performed on the basis of the modified
algorithm

Indicators

9
7
8
6
5
6
4
8
7
6
0.10

1.5941
0.2657
0.9299
-0.3985
-1.0627
-0.3985
-1.7269
0.9299
0.2657
-0.3985

Table III: Results of the taxonomic analysis and ranks of the
website performed on the basis of the classical algorithm

Table I: Primary values of audit indicators of travel
agencies' website

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

3. Technical
capabilities of
booking services on
the website, sec.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

2. Navigation (ease of
use of the website),
points

Usability audit of websites was carried out on the example
of tourist agencies of Odessa region. Ten tourism enterprises
of different organizational and legal forms and scopes of
activities with different market segments and different rates of
development were selected for experimental studies. It should
be noted that the differences in the methods of calculating the
taxonomic index inherent to the classical and modified
algorithms, as a rule, cause differences in the values of the
obtained estimates. The classical algorithm determines more
precisely the points of objects-leaders, a modified algorithm –
of objects-outsiders.
On the basis of the proposed methodology, we will audit the
websites of ten travel companies. According to the results of
the expert assessment, the enterprise "01" was identified as a
leader among the studied travel agencies. To compare the
results of the analysis of the websites of ten travel companies,
the tourism enterprise “04” was chosen as the main object of
the study.
Table I shows the primary values of the audit indicators of
websites in travel agencies and their weighting factors
determined by experts. The factors-stimulators include
indicators 1-2, 4-6 (table. I.) The third indicator that is the
technical capabilities of the site (time spent on booking a tour)
should be attributed to destimulators. Results of the
standardization of the estimates made on the basis of formulas
(2-4), the results of the calculation of the distance to the
reference object, values of taxonomic index and ranking was
calculated on the basis of modified algorithm shown in table
II-IV.

1. Information
content of the
website, points

Travel agencies

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Travel
agencies
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

Distance from
the
anti-standard
(Смiо)
3.2204
1.7650
2.5952
1.6202
1.1237
0.5875
0.9108
2.4602
1.4758
1.9193

Taxonomic index
(µмi)

Website
rank (Rмi)

0.9490
0.5201
0.7647
0.4774
0.3311
0.1731
0.2684
0.7250
0.4349
0.5656

1
5
2
6
8
10
9
3
7
4

Analyzing the data from the table IV, it can be concluded that
the undisputed leader in the quality of the website is the
company "01", which taxonomic index is only 5% behind the
standard (µмi 01 = 0.9490). There is also a significant gap
between the three leaders and other tourism enterprises. The
website of the company "4", which was chosen by experts for
comparing with the leader, has
the 6th rank. So, according to
the results of the audit of
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websites, we can draw the conclusion that there are significant
reserves in the management of the websites of travel agencies
and improvement of on-line service in the company "04".
This company is recommended to install Google Analytics
Counter on its website, which allows to identify problems that
users may face on the pages of the website, for example, when
navigating the site or filling out a booking form for obtaining
services. The results of our analysis support and complement
the scientific approaches of researchers on usability audit,
which is carried out in order to determine the current state,
identify strengths and weaknesses of the agencies'
websites [4; 13; 14].
IV. CONCLUSION
Usability audit of websites of the travel agencies showed
that the method of the analysis offered by authors allows
comparing the degree of introduction of modern technologies
of Internet marketing on the websites of tourism enterprises.
Results of the audit and ranking of the enterprises’ websites
on the basis of the taxonomy methodology applied to ten
travel agencies confirm the hypothesis that the website has a
high level of quality of on-line service if the degree of
approximation of its quality model to a reference model has
bigger value of taxonomic index. The presented tools of the
travel agencies’ website audit can complement modern audit
technology of web resources of a service provider. According
to the results of the calculation of distances to the reference
object and ranking of the websites of the travel agencies some
measures can be suggested to increase the conversion rate;
reduce the price for attracting a new tourist; increase sales of
travel services; reduce the cost of customer support; increase
the frequency of consumer orders.
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